Introduction
The paper generalizes the theory of the approximate schemea in a normed spaoe [2] . All definitions and theorems connected with modular and Orlioz's spaoe can be found in [l] .
Let V be an abstraot nonempty set and let V" be a filter of subsets of V. Definition 1. A function g s V -» R tends to zero with respect to V" , g(v) -^-0, if for every e> 0 there is a set V e V ' such that |g(v)| <e for all v«V 0 .
Let X 0 be a real modular spaoe and let (X 0 ) be a fa-* v veV mily of real modular spaoes. Let T = (? v ) ve y be a family of linear operators suoh that T"(XJ = X" for all ve V. 2. The linear approximate scheme Let now A be a linear operator and let A be a family of linear operators.
Definition

5.
We say that the family ¿V is stable,if there exists a continuous, strongly increasing function w(t) such that w(0) = 0, w(+oo) = too and p'v(Ayxv)> >w(pv(xv)) for every veV and every xyeD(Av).
R e ma r k 4. If fv and ^ are norms for all v cV, then w(t) =» t (see [2] ).
Let us consider the equation
(1) Ax = y, yeR(A).
We will call it the exact equation. It has a solution, since yeR(A), which iB oalled the exact eolation. Let us consider now a family of equations (2) Avxy = yv, for every veV and yveR(Ay).
The solution of (2) exists for every veV and will be called the approximate solution. The family of equations (2) will be called the approximate scheme for solution of the equation (1). It will be said that the approximate saheme is
, if every family of approximate solutions (T,9)-tends (IP-tends) to the exact solution with respect to-J". Theorem 2. If: (a) the family (9 v ) v6 y is strongly nonsingular, ("b) the p-approximate property holds on every exact solution, (c) the family <ft is stable and w is a convex or subadditive function, (d, y v ii^y, then: (a'} the exact solution is only one, (b') the approximate solution is only one for every veV, (c') the approximate scheme is (T,-^-convergent.
Proof.
(a') Let x 1 and x 2 be two exact solutions. So x^xj eZ^ , 3. Monlinear approximate scheme Let now A be a nonlinear operator and let A be a family of nonlinear operators. Definition 6. We say that the family is stable,if there exists a continuous, strongly increasing function w(t) such that w(O) = 0, w(+oo) = +oo and for every 1 P x^»x^eD(Av), v e V and a> 0 there is
If there exists M>0 such that (a) holds only for a e (0,k], then we say that the family A is p-stable. Remark 6. If A is a family of linear operators, then p-stability and stability are equivalent, sinoe D(Ay) is a linear space for every v eV. Now we must solve the equation
The solution of (3) will be called the exact solution. Let us consider now the family of equations (4) Ay(xv) = 0 for every veV.
The solution of (4) will be called the approximate solution for every vve V. Theorem 3. If: (a) the family (pv)v6y Is strongly nooaingular, (b) the exact solution exists, (o) the approximate solution exists for every v e V, (d) the ^-approximate property holds on every exact solution , (e) the family A is 9-stable, then:
-418 -(a') the exact solution is only one, (b') the approximate solution is only one for every v eV, (c') the family (Xy^^y of approximate solutions of (4) (T,ç) -tends to the exact solution x of (3) with respect to . Proof. (a') Let x-pXg be two exact solutions. Prom modular properties and from (e) we obtain çv(a(Tv(x1 -x2))) $ w~1(?;(Av(Tvx1) -Av(Tvx2))) < ^ w-1 (P;(2aAv(Tvx1)) + 9;(2aAv (Tvx2))) for a e(0, Hence^from (d) we obtain çv(a(Tv(x1-x2))) 0. Si O from (a) it follows that x1 = x2.
(b') Let Av(x^) = Av(x^) = 0 for v eV. We have 0 = ç;U(Av(xJ) -Av(xJ)))* w(?v(a(xj -xj))) for a e (0,M], so xj = x^. (c') Let x be an exact solution and xy be an approximate solution. From (e;) -we obtain ÇyfafXy -$ w _1 (^(a(Av(xv) -Av(Tvx)))) = = w-1 (^(aAv(Tvx))).
for a e (Oi,M], Hence, from (d) we obtain Xy '^L x. Theorem 3'. If: (a) the family (çv)v€y is nonsingular, (b) the exact solution exists, (c) the approximate solution exists for every veV, (4) tha approximate property holds on every exact solution, (e) the. family Is stable, then« (a') the exact solution is only one, (b') the approximate solution is only one for every veV, (c") the family of approximate solutions of (4) T .-"tends to the exact solution x of (3) with respeot to V" . IBSTITUTE OP MATHEMATICS, SILESIAN TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY 44-100 GLIWICB, POLAND Received October 10, 1985.
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